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About This Game

A.R.E.S.: Extinction Agenda is the first chapter in a full featured episodic hardcore action packed side scrolling platformer, in
the traditions of retro classics, where you play as Ares, a combat robot created for the sole purpose of saving humanity. Can you

live up to the task or will you be reduced to nuts and bolts?
You are Ares, the first Zytron immune robot. A symbol of how far human technology has come, you are the most advanced

robot in existence; built to run faster, jump higher, and fire quicker. In addition to these core attributes, your design includes a
system for converting spare parts and resources into valuable items, armor, and weaponry. You will need to use everything at

your disposal in order to reach and rescue the survivors aboard the Zytron infected space station.

Key features:

Play through various locations in the A.R.E.S. universe, each a beautiful, unique, 3D environment with challenging
obstacles.

You are the ultimate weapon with the ultimate sidekick – Collect the secret items and get power up to become a perfect
weapon.

Come face to face with colossal opponents, learn their patterns to defeat them in battle.

Destroy enemies, collect their parts, and then recycle them to make incredible items, including health packs, ammo, and
weapon upgrades.
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Title: A.R.E.S.: Extinction Agenda
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Extend Studio
Publisher:
Extend Studio, ORiGO GAMES
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,German,Italian,Japanese,Portuguese
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Contains a permanently missable achievement, so any achievement hunters who first try to experience the game without any
spoilers (such as checking achievement descriptions/guides beforehand) are pretty much screwed.

Most likely achievable by removing all traces of the game (registry and all) and then reinstalling, but on principle any game that
screws with achievements hunters gets a thumbs down from me.. For years, this was probably our favorite strategy game to play
on the home LAN. We still play it from time to time. I highly recommend it (and, it goes on sale for under $1 from time to
time).

Some helpful information: It is turned based; however, the turns can be timed if you want (60, 30, or 15 seconds). The game
does not work across the internet without a third party tool (look for the Moonbase Commander steam group to find that tool
called -- it's called Moonbase Console, and it can procedurally create random maps as well). It includes a built in map editor.
Also, the game has a very easy learning curve... there are not that many units, so it is a good intro strategy game for when friends
come over. However, multiplayer is limited to 4 players (but, bots can fill in, if you have less).. Purchased Season Pass almost a
year ago. Still waiting to use it.... Just doesnt work DO NOT BUY. what the heck is this, dude?. i really like this game. there is a
lot of dialogue and i enjoyed it. This WW1 setting game is a lot different than traditional Visual Novels. and there is quite a
twist at the end.

its a nice breath of fresh air from the other games ive VN games ive played in the past. this game focuses a lot about the
struggles the main protag has and alot the others around it. its worth a buy.. Needs a single-player mode.
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It's a really cute little game but needs more to it. Getting up and down stairs could be a problem but it was entertaining and kept
me busy for an hour =3 It should worth playing again with someone just for the giggles. All in all, great retro vibe and I hope it
becomes the stepping block to greatness for the developers.. Back in the day when this game was pretty new it was the beez
kneez, highly populated servers and not p2w. Since gamigo took over from OutSpark this game has gone to $#@! Really not
worth playing anymore, completely dead servers and I guess it just doesn't live up to what it use to be anymore.

(i probably have at least 1k hours on this game). Really enjoyed it, will be a pick and play go to for me. Just as a bullet hell
shooter should be.. This game is really good! Really scary at times too! Great adventure, story and progression. Very slow
movement, but alas the gameworld isn't that big, so it's not too big of an issue.

BUT: I cannot recommend a game that has
a) no ingame quality settings
b) and\/or doesn't adhere to the SteamVR resolution settings -> you can set to 500% if you want; nothing's gonna change

Maybe that's a theme with those Unity engine games, cause every other such game had the same problem. Idk. Idc(are).
. It's seriously a bug fest. Half of the time I don't get paid by publishers, the other half my game projects simply stop at 100%
and I can't release and have to quit the project and lose money. Can't make it past 4 years due to all the bugs.

Seems like it's a "done" product as well so no more patches.

Don't buy.. The game is well-written, offers plenty of choices in plenty of aspects; there's many different classes you can choose
to be (Wizard, Bard, Druid and so on), you can choose to be good or evil, to become more like your hated enemy or to reject
being like him. There's a bunch of likeable companions - which you can romance if you like, and those romances are rather well
done as well. All in all, a game worth it's price.

That said, there's some risk that you'll end up frustrated in the beginning, for the risk is that, because you don't always know
what stat increases your choices will lead to, or if it'll be enough - your first characters will likely end up... Lacking in several
aspects - my very first PCs back from when I played on the CoG site were so lacking at the end that I didn't bother saving those
for the sequel. Keep trying though, for it is certainly possible to end up with a character powerful in several ways at the end -
and even if you you don't, that is not necressarily fatal as the game can be lenient enough even to a PC that is lacking in several
ways at the end.. It does work with the rift CV1 and touch controllers! Nice. Now I need to get a beanie!. Another great skin,
but I still want my heli and dartling skins.
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